Welcome 3/4B

**Essentials –**
C&S, Equipment, pencil/ruler/eraser
Laptop Charging – bring on 100%
Notes - see newsletter and deposit money/notes in letterbox at office

**Term Overview –**
Literacy
Reading, Handwriting, Blogging, Narrative and Persuasive

Maths
Tables (5x, 10x, 2x 3x 4x then others)
Addition and Subtraction with trading
Place Value 1s 10s 100s

Genius Time/Projects/Inquiry Learning

Library - bring bags and swap books on Monday

Goals
1. Reflective and resilient learners
2. Learning through mistakes
3. Respectful

Homework – use the homework grid as you see fit, reading and tables every night

Teacher blog updated fortnightly
http://mops.nsw.edu.au/blog

Kids are using
http://kidblog.org/class/34b/posts

contact - neil.bramsen@det.nsw.edu.au